Structural coloration is an interference phenomenon where colors emerge when visible light interacts with nanoscopically structured material, and has recently become a most interesting scientific and engineering topic. However, current structural color generation mechanisms either require thick (compared to the wavelength) structures or lack dynamic tunability. This report proposes a new structural color generation mechanism, that produces colors by the Fano resonance effect on thin photonic crystal slab. We experimentally realize the proposed idea by fabricating the samples that show resonance-induced colors with weak dependence on the viewing angle. Finally, we show that the resonance-induced colors can be dynamically tuned by stretching the photonic crystal slab fabricated on an elastic substrate.
People have long been inspired by nature's ability to create a dazzling range of colors. Dyes, pigments and metals that absorb light of only certain colors and reflect the rest of the spectrum are the most common color generation mechanisms. Recently, great attention has been paid to a different type of color generation mechanism: structural coloration, which produces color without the use of dyes and pigments [1] . Structural coloration is, in principle, an interference phenomenon where colors emerge when visible light interacts with nanoscopically structured material. Compared with pigmentary colors, structural colors 1) usually appear brighter under sunlight; 2) are immune to photobleaching, and 3) can be tuned dynamically [2] . Due to those advantages, they have found applications in painting, textiles and passive displays [3, 4] .
Structural colors are typically produced by light interference within bulk materials, for example, structural colors from scattering [5] [6] [7] , multilayer interference [8] [9] [10] and photonic crystals [4, [11] [12] [13] . In these bulk effects, the color gets brighter and sharper as one increases the bulk thickness, i.e., number of particles (for scattering), the number of layers (for multilayer interference), or the number of periods (for photonic crystals). As a result, designs based on these mechanisms require the structured materials to be much thicker than the wavelength. However, in certain applications, such as optical coating [14, 15] , structures with low thickness are preferred [16] . Conventional optical coatings use thin film interference, which typically requires metallic substrates in order to achieve enough reflection. Therefore, the structural colors generated through thin film interference are material limited, angular sensitive and cannot be tuned dynamically.
In this report, we propose a new mechanism to generate structural color -different from any of the current mechanisms mentioned above -that produces color by interference between the directly reflected light and the guided resonances mode on a surface structure. The new mechanism is flexible in material choice, suitable for large area fabrication, and has weak angular dependence. Moreover, it supports dynamic tuning of the reflectance spectrum, as we will demonstrate in this study.
The resonance-induced reflectance used in this study to generate static and dynamic color is related to a more general resonance category, known as Fano resonance [17] . This optical resonance was first investigated and analyzed by Fan et al [18] in photonic crystal slabs. The optical Fano resonance can be understood as an interference effect: light incident on a periodic surface structure (Fig. 1a) excites a localized mode supported by the surface structure. The localized mode leaks into the surrounding environment (Fig. 1d) , interfering with the directly reflected light from the surface. When the reflected and the radiated light have the same phase, constructive interference produces a sharp reflectance peak (Fig. 1b,c) . The reflectance line shape near resonance peak can be calculated by temporal coupled mode theory and fitted by the Lorentzian line shape [19] :
where the factor f is the complex amplitude of the resonant mode, r d is the direct transmission coefficients, ω 0 and γ are the center frequencies and widths of the resonance, which are directly related to the quality factor Q of the resonance mode:
To date, most Fano resonance features discussed have a rather high Q (> 50) to be used for lasing or filtering purposes. In these cases, the reflectance peak is relatively narrow band. However, in order to achieve color control using Fano resonance, the reflectance peak needs to be reasonably broadband to reflect enough light. As a proof of principle, we study a square lattice of rods as shown in Fig. 1a . This structure is also chosen for its suitability for dynamic tuning, which will be discussed later in this paper. The dielectric constant of the rods is chosen to be 2 = 4 (e.g., Ta 2 O 5 ) and the surrounding environment has 1 = 1 i.e., vacuum. The reflectance spectra for structures with different rod radii r are computed with the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method [20] and plotted in Fig. 1b . The bandwidth of the resonant peaks increases with increasing radius r of the rods. The resonant modes at different r and the corresponding field distribution are calculated using a Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method [21] (Fig. 1d) and their locations are highlighted in Fig. 1b . The spectral position of the resonant modes exactly follows the reflectance maxima, suggesting that the reflectance peaks are indeed caused by Fano resonance. The quality factor Q for each resonant mode is evaluated using a low-storage "filter diagonalization method" (FDM) [22] and plotted in Fig. 1e , which shows that Q decreases as r increases.
Furthermore, since the resonant mode of the photonic crystal is directly related to the periodicity of the lattice, one can actively tune the location of the reflectance peak simply by changing the period a of the structure (Fig. 1f) .
As a proof of concept, we first realize samples that have resonance-induced, static color in the red-to-NIR regime. In the next step, we experimentally realize the same structures on elastic substrates (PDMS) and demonstrate their dynamic tunability by varying the periodicity a.
The target structure to achieve Fano resonance consists of rods of a high-index material (Si) on a transparent substrate. In our first experiment, the structures proposed in Fig. 1 were fabricated on amorphous SiO 2 (glass) substrates, with two different periods of 450 nm and 500 nm, radius from r = 115 to r = 125 nm, and height t = 65 nm. The radius and the thickness of the rods were optimized to support a resonant mode with a Q low enough to produce a significant color effect. In order to get a good optical effect, it is critical that the rods have a high index of refraction while having low absorptivity. That is why amorphous Si was used for the rods. For the static color samples, fused silica substrates were cleaned and a layer of 65 nm of Si was deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at a substrate temperature of 200
• C. The refractive index and thickness of the Si layer were confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry to be n = 4.3 at 600 nm and 4.0 at 700 nm, while the imaginary part is below κ = 0.4 at 600 nm and vanishes at 700 nm.
The fabrication process of the periodic structures was based on interference lithography (IL) using a trilayer process [23, 24] as shown in Fig. 2 . IL is a relatively inexpensive, fast and scalable maskless lithography method, which relies on the interference pattern generated by two coherent light sources to define 1D and 2D periodic patterns in a single plane, and is easily scalable to large exposure areas. The lithography layer stack consisted of an antireflective coating (AZ BARLi, 200 nm), a thin layer of SiO 2 (20 nm, deposited by electron beam evaporation) to protect the ARC during reactive ion etching (RIE), and PFi-88 (Sumika, 200 nm) as a negative photoresist. The IL was done using a Lloyd's mirror setup with a 325 nm HeCd Laser. The periodicity of the pattern is defined by the interference angle, and the exposure was performed twice, with the substrates rotated by 90
• between exposures to create a square array of cylindrical rods in the negative resist. After development of the photoresist and RIE of SiO 2 and ARC, the pattern was transferred to the Si layer by RIE using a CF 4 /O 2 chemistry. In the end, the remaining ARC was removed by plasma (O 2 ) ashing.
The fabricated sample appeared red in color over a wide range of viewing angles (Fig. 3(c) ). The reflectance of the samples at different incident angles was measured using an ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (Cary 500i). Notice the reflection peak at normal incidence splits into two reflection bands at 650 nm and 700 nm, respectively. The upper reflection band corresponds to the Fano-resonance from p-polarized modes, while the lower reflection band corresponds to the Fanoresonance from s-polarized modes. The reflectance spectrum showed a resonance maximum in the range of approximately 650 -700 nm over a wide range of incidence angles (Fig. 3(b) ). Such near-omnidirectional reflective color would be especially useful for displays [25] . The reflectance spectra at normal incidence of samples fabricated with different periodicity a and rod radius r are shown in Fig. 3(d) . The resonance wavelength clearly increases as r and a increases as predicted. Compared with the RCWA simulation result (dashed line), the experimental Fano reflectance peaks are broadened due to the non-radiative loss in the structure, possibly due to material absorption and fabrication inaccuracies, in particular local variations in the geometry. Nevertheless, we observed a 3-fold increase in sample's reflectance around the resonance wavelength. Due to the dramatic increase of the absorption in amorphous Si at smaller wavelengths, this particular structure's Fano resonance effect can only be observed at wavelengths longer than 600 nm. However, with suitable lossless materials one should be able to demonstrate this effect also in the lower wavelength regime.
In our second experiment, we demonstrated dynamic color tuning using the same Fano resonance mechanism. In order to achieve the desired effect, the structures were fabricated on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates (Fig. 4) instead of glass substrates. To this end, PDMS (Sigma-Aldrich, approx. 200 µm thick) was spin-coated on 5 cm silanized Si wafers, and annealed at 150
• C for 30 minutes. The Si substrates serve as a support in nanofabrication, and can be removed afterwards by peeling off the thick PDMS layer. The PDMS was surface treated by O 2 ashing (200 W) to enhance adhesion and resis- tance to wet chemical processing, which resulted in some surface damage and macroscopic cracking in the PDMS surface. On the prepared PDMS substrates, a layer of 65 nm of Si was deposited by PEVCD at a substrate temperature of 150
• C. The fabrication process of the Si rods on the prepared PDMS substrates was similar to that on the glass substrates (Section 3). To achieve higher fabrication accuracy, a Mach Zehnder setup was used for the IL on the PDMS substrates, instead of the Lloyd's mirror. [26] [27] [28] .
In the fabrication process it must be taken into account that PDMS is temperature sensitive and elastic, and also highly sensitive to wet chemical processing. While the deposition of Si on glass was straightforward, the PECVD on PDMS resulted in a dull Si surface, on which the cracks from ashing were plainly visible, with considerable surface roughness visible under a microscope. Nevertheless, the Si layer on PDMS appears to be a sufficiently flat layer on a nanoscopic scale, and the optical properties are close to those of amorphous Si. As a result of the difficult fabrication process on the elastic substrates, the achieved structures have an acceptable nanoscopic accuracy (Fig. 2) , but rather low macroscopic uniformity.
In order to achieve isotropic variation of the periodicity a, the PDMS sample must be stretched isotropically. To this end, the sample was fixed on a black balloon with radius R 1 (Fig. 4(b) ) much larger than the sample size. The balloon was then gradually expanded to R 2 . Through this method, the periodicity of the sample was isotropically increased from a 1 to a 2 = a 1 · R2 R1 . The reflectance spectrum at normal incidence was measured with the same ultraviolet-visible photospectrometer as the one used to measure the static colors, and is shown in Fig. 4(d) . Compared with the RCWA simulation result (dashed line in Fig. 4(c) ), which was obtained using the measured refractive index dispersion of the deposited Si and assuming a constant rod radius, the spectral position of the experimental reflectance peaks and the simulated spectra match well. The spectral shift of the measured reflectance peak was 32 nm when the sample is stretched by approx. 10 %. The magnitude of the measured reflectance is lower than simulated due to the fabrication inaccuracies mentioned above. Since the Si layer on PDMS was not quite flat after Si deposition, interference lithography was problematic: there was some variation in rod size over a length scale of a couple of periods, together with a variation of the level of the rods, which could have had an adverse effect on the observation of Fano resonance. Also, the RIE of the Si layer and the mask layer removal by ashing might have damaged the PDMS surface to some extent and led to the formation of SiO 2 on the PDMS surface.
In this letter, we propose a structural color mechanism that uses the optical Fano resonance effect of light on a periodic surface structure. To this end, we have designed and fabricated a structure of periodic high-index rods on low-index substrates that show Fano resonance of the reflected and guided modes in the visible wavelength range. The predicted Fano resonance maxima were observed in the reflectance spectra on glass and PDMS substrates. Moreover, dynamical color control was achieved by isotropically stretching the elastic PDMS substrates with the fabricated Fano structure, resulting in a shift of reflection peaks in agreement with with simulation.
This mechanism for structural color and the geometry demonstrated is very versatile and can be specifically tailored for different applications e.g. in displays or light emitting devices. In particular, the Q-factor and therefore the bandwidth of the resonance can be tuned to achieve a broad reflection bandwidth for displays or narrow reflectance bandwidth for light emitting or lasing applications. In addition, the designed structure shows good performance over a broad range of viewing angles. The periodicity a of the rod lattice can be adjusted by stretching the PDMS. In order to simulate isotropic stretching, the sample is fixed on a balloon, which is gradually blown up. (c) Dynamic color control: Measured (solid lines) and simulated (with ideal structure, dashed lines) reflectance spectra of silicon rods with a = 450nm and r = 100nm on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) before and after stretching by 10%.
The proposed method has the potential to lead the way to static and dynamic color control for a broad range of applications. The resonance effect achieved with these structures can be further optimized by improving the fabrication mechanism to achieve better accuracy and uniformity. Furthermore, the spectral range over which the effect and the reflectance color can be tuned could be extended by using materials that are lossless in the full visible spectrum, such as TiO 2 
